Consider a configuration in Euclidean 3-space consisting of a surface T and of a rectifiable Jordan arc r={j = j(r);0grgl} having its end points on T, but no other point in common with T. Denote by P the semidisc in the (w, ü)-plane P= {w, v; u 2 +v 2 <1, fl>0}, by d'P and d"P its boundary portions {u, v; u 2 +v 2 =l, v>0} and {u,v; -1<«<1,» = 0), respectively, and by P r the domain PUd'P. A surface 5= {f = f(w, v); (u, v)ÇzP'} is said to be bounded by the above configuration, or chain (I\ T), if its position vector f(w, v) = {x(u f v), y (u, v), z(u, v)} satisfies the following conditions:
(0 t(u,v)ec»(P').
(ii) i(u, v) maps the arc d'P onto the open arc (r)={^ = j(r); 0 <r < 1} monotonically in such a way that lim j(cos 0, sin 6) = $(0), Urn j(cos 6, sin 6) = g(l).
(iii) The relation lim,».^ d T [l(u n} v n )] = 0 holds for every sequence of points (u n , v n ) in P' converging to a point on d"P.
Here d T [lc] = mi t sT |f~t| denotes the distance between the point £ and the surface T.
Obviously, the convergence specified under (iii) is uniform in the following sense: lim sup dr [ic(u, v) ] =0.
Ô-K) («,»)GP';0<^«
Thus while the distance function dr\l{u, v)] is continuous in P, the same cannot generally be said about the vector £(w, v). In fact, the trace of S on 2", i.e. the set of limit points on T for all sequences Denote by U the collection of surfaces S= {£ = $(w, v); (u, n)G?'j which are bounded by the chain (r, T) and whose position vector belongs to the regularity class C»{P')f\H\ (P) (ii') The mapping of
is harmonic in P and satisfies in P the conditions
_ a _
For the last three decades it has been a problem of great challenge to study the regularity of the solution surface on its free boundary and the nature of its trace. In this context the search for minimal conditions on the bounding surface T which would guarantee the continuity of the trace deserves particular attention. Over the years the problem has been investigated for the case of planes [4] [7] . It is the purpose of this paper to report a number of new theorems concerning the trace for the case of more general bounding surfaces-C^-surfaces and surfaces satisfying a CA ( = chord-arc) condition.
The proofs rest on the "least area property" of the solution surface which never seems to have been formulated or proved before, although the corresponding, but easier to demonstrate, property of the classical solution for Plateau's problem is well documented. For reasons of convenience also the complex notation will be used: Setting w = u+iv=pe id we shall interchangeably write i(u, v), or %(w), or 3ç(p, 0)-whichever is most expedient.
The surface T is said to satisfy a CA-condition with constant C\ > 0 if there is a positive number rj such that any two points ti and U of T of distance | ta -ti | less than rj can be connected on T by an arc whose length is smaller than (l+d)| ta -tx|. If T is a differential geometric regular closed (i.e. compact) orientable surface of class C l , imbedded in space, then T satisfies a CA-condition with every constant Ci>0. Also many unbounded surfaces have this property. 
